Bandinfo

Biography
Melodic Groove Metal, what more could you want? Source of Rage from LowerSaxony/Germany is the prototype exactly for that. In particular for making you bang your necks
beyond good or evil while still delivering catchy melodies paired with technical refinement – to
be clear, Source of Rage is representing exactly everything you need for getting the vibe and
groove of heavy music and having a good time with a nice and cool drink.
Oliver Roffmann and the three brothers Marko, Riko and Thilo Krause are the perfect musical
and personal matchup. It fits like a fist on the eye. The first EP – entitled antagonize – was
written, recorded and released in 2015, followed by the full-length-debut Realise the Scope two
years later, which was recorded at Institut für Wohlklangforschung/Hannover. The album deals
with the topics of friction, aggression and therefore resulting positive energy within the
people.
In the course of the next two years Source of Rage set themselves the goal to create this
positive energy playing as many shows as possible. This led to the first place in the german final
of the Wacken Open Air Metal Battle earning a slot at Wacken Open Air and Dong Open Air
together with bands like Kataklysm, Alestorm, Insomnium and many more. Furthermore,
Source of Rage released several music- and live-videos promoting the current album and
gained experiences on international stages. Realise the Scope is a witty bastard pairing driving
bangers and atmospheric songs to feast on. That is exactly what defines a successful mixture
of Melodic and Groove Metal and that is especially the driving force for Source of Rage at their
gigs in the future.
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Rider
Source of Rage
Oliver Roffmann
Marko Krause
Thilo Krause
Riko Krause

Guitar
Vocals
Bass, Backing Vocals
Drums

Discography
2015 antagonize
2017 Realise the Scope
Social Media
Homepage
Facebook
YouTube
Instagram
Current Videos
Replay the Scenes – Live @ Wacken Open Air 2019
Loud Blood – Musicvideo
Press Photos
Picture 1
Picture 2
Picture 3
Misc
Logos Black/White
Upcoming Shows
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